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Of mice and men, metals and mutations
D M DANKS
From the Birth Defects Research Institute, Royal Children's Hospital, Melbourne, Australia 3052.

This paper is based on the second Carter Memorial Lecture of the Clinical Genetics Society given in
April 1985.

SUMMARY Several mutations affecting the transport of copper and zinc in humans and in mice
have been discovered over the last 15 years, joining the long known disturbance of copper
transport in Wilson's disease. Menkes' disease (classical and mild variant forms) and X linked
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (type IX, X linked cutis laxa) have features in common with one another
and with the brindled (Mo6r) and blotchy (Moblo) mouse mutants, respectively. There may be
one allelic series of mutants in each species or two loci may be involved in each. The toxic milk
mutant (tx) in the mouse may be homologous to Wilson's disease in man. The defect of intestinal
absorption of zinc in acrodermatitis enteropathica has no homologue yet in the mouse. However,
the lethal milk (lm) mutant in the mouse may be homologous to a condition of zinc deficiency
described in a few breastfed, low birth weight infants. Many more genetic defects of transport of
copper and of zinc may await discovery. Conversely, these mutants are valuable in elucidating the
normal processes of copper and zinc transport.

The topic of my lecture has been chosen primarily
because it is my own special interest among the
various areas of research in our Institute. However,
I was also at some pains to choose a topic which
seemed to me compatible with Cedric Carter's
personality and interests. I wanted to give a lecture
which he would have enjoyed, had he been in the
audience.

Cedric Carter was a highly intelligent man and a
great clinical geneticist. He had a wonderful mem-
ory which retained most of the things he had ever
seen or read. He was very logical and quickwitted.
Although he was not himself a laboratory worker,
he was able to criticise basic scientific research in a
penetrating way. He was efficient and businesslike,
wasting few words and no time. He had a knack of
making decisions and then moving on to the next
subject without dwelling on the decision that he
had made. Despite this, he had the important skill of
(second thinking'. By this, I mean his habit of
returning to an important point in a discussion five
or ten minutes later with a new contribution or a
new thought. This was a characteristic he shared
with Victor McKusick, the second of my mentors
while training in clinical genetics. I found many
similarities in these two men who were superficially
so different in physique and in style. Apart from
obvious similarities in intelligence, memory, and
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broad perspectives in clinical genetics, they shared
characteristics of reserve and apparent aloofness
which really masked a warm friendliness.

Cedric always held his own point of view in a
dogged and determined way, but he also respected a
different point of view, provided that it was based
upon good logic. His interest in today's topic would
be different from mine. I am intrigued by the
mutants I will discuss because of the potential they
offer in helping me to understand how cells trans-
port and use elements like copper and zinc. He
would have been interested because of the complex-
ity of the phenotypes and the intellectual attraction
of a precise and logical explanation. In addition, his
lasting interest in the careers of his proteges would
have made him sit through my lecture and listen to it
very carefully, out of sheer politeness!
My involvement in copper metabolism actually

began when I was working with Cedric at Great
Ormond Street in 1960. My planned study of
heterozygotes for Wilson's disease was thwarted by
the Medical Research Council's refusal to allow me
to administer the dose of copper 64 that was needed
for these studies. While a house officer in the
Hospital, I had been involved in the early use of
penicillamine in a young teenage girl who had
presented in liver failure, but lived to rear a family
of her own, thanks to John Walshe's discovery of
this valuable drug.
When I returned to Australia, I continued an

amateur interest in Wilson's disease and came to
99
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know a number of the scientists in CSIRO* Divi-
sions in Melbourne who were working on different
aspects of copper deficiency in sheep. This interest
prepared my mind to recognise the relationship
between Menkes' disease and copper deficiency.

Menkes' disease, mottled mice, and related conditions

Recognition of a series of babies with Menkes'
disease between 1969 and 1971 allowed us to
identify a number of additional features of the
condition, and the combination suggested copper

deficiency as a logical explanation of this pleiotropic
syndrome. This was soon confirmed.' 2 Hypo-
thermia,' osteoporosis,' 3elonfation and tortuosity
of cerebral3 and other arteries were the important
new features. Recognition of the similarity of the
arterial pathology1 to that seen in copper deficient
pigs4 was the final point that stimulated our copper

studies.2 Deficient disulphide bonding of hair
keratin gave further support to the copper deficiency
hypothesis' since this feature was well known in

copper deficient sheep.
Two years later, David Hunt, now at Queen

Mary College, buf then in Glasgow, provided an

elegant analysis of the brindled mutation in the
mouse,6 showing parallel disturbances to those that
we had demonstrated in Menkes' disease, and
extending the range of observations because of the
ease of access to tissues from multiple animals. In
the intervening period the situation had been
recognised as more complex than we had initially
thought, with accumulation of unabsorbed copper in

the intestinal mucosa,7 and also a substantial accu-

mulation of copper in the kidney. The failure of
injections of copper to cure the disease had made us

suspect something more than simple copper de-
ficiency.
Today the brindled mouse is regarded as the best

understood pleiomorphic mutation in the mouse,

*Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation.

and Menkes' disease could probably claim a compa-

rable status in the human. Nonetheless, I find the
deficiencies in our knowledge about these two
mutations an extreme disappointment. Back in 1975
it seemed that we had everything on our side in

working out the basic defect. We had phenotypic
expression in cultured fibroblastic cells, 8 and we

had a model in the mouse. I underestimated the
difficulties that would occur because copper has only
a very short lived isotope (64Cu, half life 12 hours)
which is generally made with low specific activity,
and a slightly longer lived isotope (6 Cu, half life 60
hours) which has been available only intermittently
and at high cost. The unfortunate tendency of
copper to associate non-specifically with many

proteins and to dissociate from specific binding with
proteins under separative conditions like elec-
trophoresis has also proved a problem.
We can give a reasonable explanation of the

phenotypic features of the disease by describing the
functions of copper dependent enzymes.9i11 The
bone, connective tissue, and arterial disease are

readily explained by deficiency of the copper en-

zyme, lysyl oxidase,12 required for cross linking of
both collagen and elastin. The depigmentation of
skin and hair is the result of deficiency of the copper
enzyme tyrosinase. 13 We know that disulphide
bonding in keratin requires copper, although we do
not know what enzyme carries out this process. One
might blame the hypothermia on cytochrome ox-
idase deficiency or inadequate production of
catecholamines. There are a number of possible
culprits for the brain damage: deficiency of catecho-
lamine or excess of dopamine and its by-products
because of dopamine hydroxylase deficiency'4 15;

cytochrome oxidase deficiency'5; or oxygen free
radical damage because of superoxide dismutase
deficiency'5 (table 1).
One mystery is the absence of anaemia and

neutropenia in Menkes' disease' and brindled
mice, constant features of nutritional copper de-
ficiency in man17 and animals."'(

TABLE 1 Copper concentrations, copper enzyme activities, and levels of copper enzyme products in brindled mouse tissues
(percentage of litter mate controls).

Lir,er Kidnev Heart Brain Skin

Copper concentration I-St 20 350 50 25 60
Superoxide dismutase

activity'5 100 100 75 70 _
Cytochrome C oxidase

activity'5 11() 1()( 44 28
Noradrenaline concentration _s_ 25 -

(product of dopamine fi hydroxylasc)
Lysyl oxidase activity42 - - - - 55
Tyrosinase activity'3 - - -- 0

-Not relevant to measure.
tThese results apply specifically to Dr Phillips's'5 and Dr Royce's42 data, but can be taken as a guide for Dr Holtein's13 data.
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Of mice and men, metals and mutations

Tissue distribution of copper

It is when we come to explain the cause of the
copper deficiency and the maldistribution of copper
in body tissues that we run into difficulties. In
Menkes' disease and brindled mice, the reduction in
tissue copper is severe in the liver and brain and
moderate in most other tissues, with the notable
exceptions of intestinal mucosa, kidney, and testes,
where greatly raised levels of copper are found."
Prenatally, one finds low copper levels in the liver,
but moderately raised levels of copper in all other
tissues, including placenta. 18--2 The fetal observa-
tions suggest that the basic phenotype in all tissues
except the liver is one of acquisition of excessive
amounts of copper. A general copper deficiency is
superimposed postnatally, because retention of cop-
per in intestinal mucosal cells reduces absorption,
and retention in the kidney tubules further limits
availability. Transfer of copper across the placenta is
less severely affected.2"

Fibroblastic, lymphoid, and renal epithelial cells
have been cultivated from either humans or mice
and have shown a phenotype of excessive copper
accumulation,2' which differs from normal most
strikingly when media with a low copper content are
used (figure).22 Lysyl oxidase activity is reduced in
these cells despite the copper accumulation and
cannot be restored by addition of copper to the
medium or homogenate.'2

Basic defect

The most simple explanation of these phenotypic
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FIGURE Copper isotope accumulated in continuous lym-

phoid cell cultures incubatedfor 20 hours in media with the
copper contents indicated, expressed as ng copperlmg
protein by calculation utilising the measured specific activity
ofthe isotope.

features would be a mutation causing some in-
tracellular copper binding protein to show in-
creased avidity to copper,23 so that it scavenges all
the copper and leaves little available for copper
enzyme synthesis. Binding copper to this protein in
cells with good access to copper (interstitial mucosa,
kidney) would deprive other tissues. It could be
argued that the liver is spared the primary effects of
the mutation and shows only secondary copper
deficiency.23
Many studies in cells22 and mouse tissues24 have

shown that the excess copper is bound to metal-
lothionein. Consequently, a structural mutation of
metallothionein would be a first candidate. This can
be ruled out in these X linked conditions now that
the metallothionein genes have been localised in the
human on chromosome 16q,25 26 and in the mouse
on chromosome 8.27
Another hypothesis might suggest a controlling

locus on the X chromosome causing con-
stitutive overproduction of metallothionein. Studies
by members of our group have shown that metal-
lothionein messenger RNA levels are not raised in
the kidneys of the mutant animals despite the very
high copper content of this tissue. Levels of metal-
lothionein mRNA in continuous lymphocyte cul-
tures (CLC) were found to respond to progressive
addition of copper to the medium.28 29 Constitutive
overproduction of metallothionein can be dismissed
as the basic cause. Indeed, it seems probable that
the involvement of metallothionein is secondary
rather than primary.
One might postulate a defect which increases the

entry of copper to the cells leading to over-induction
of metallothionein to cope with the accumulating
copper. Measurements of the initial rate of uptake
into CLCs have given normal results in our
laboratory30 and others.
Copper isotope has been shown to accumulate in

abnormal amounts over 24 hours of culture in
isotope containing medium.'9 21 The loss of isotope
during a further 24 hours' growth in a medium
containing no isotope is greatly reduced.21 A defect
in efflux might be proposed, but to measure efflux
we must know the size of the intracellular pool from
which copper is effluxing, and the specific activity of
isotope in the pool.

Studies in hepatocyte suspensions have shown a
plateau in uptake of copper isotope at 40 minutes.31
By assuming an equilibrium between the easily
exchangeable intracellular pool and the medium at
this point, efflux has been measured over short
periods. Normal CLCs show a similar phenomenon,
although the plateau at 40 minutes is less definite
than that using hepatocytes, and even less definite in
Menkes' CLCs. Calculation of efflux on this
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assumption gave a higher rate of efflux from the
mutant cells than from normal cells.311 However,
there is reason to doubt the validity of the assump-

tion underlying this method for the mutant CLCs.
My present hypothesis to explain all of these

findings involves postulating a copper carrier within
cells which normally makes copper available to
copper enzymes. Copper bound to this carrier would
not induce metallothionein synthesis. Deficiency of
this carrier protein in the mutant cells would reduce
the availability of copper to the copper enzymes and
allow any copper entering the cells to bind to
metallothionein and to induce further synthesis.
One might postulate that normal cells should

show features of the Menkes' phenotype if subjected
to very high concentrations of copper in the culture
medium, because the binding capacity of the puta-
tive intracellular protein would be exceeded and the
metallothionein would then be induced by any

additional copper that is absorbed. These results
have been observed.31
One important reservation must be expressed

about all the results regarding copper transport in

cultured cells, because the copper isotopes have
been presented to the cells as inorganic salts in
balanced salt solutions or as copper-amino acid
complexes in protein free media a little more

complex. Experiments with hepatoma cells or liver
cell suspension have shown that albumin retards the
uptake of copper very greatly when present in molar
concentrations which exceed the copper ion levels,32
as is the case in plasma in the intact human or

animal. We do not know the physiological mode of
presentation of copper to other body cells, but its
use might drastically alter the results obtained in

normal and mutant cells. Caeruloplasmin is a

candidate for this role.
In summarising many man and woman years of

research in our group and in four or five other
groups around the world that have been studying

these mutations intensively, I have freely mixed
observations made in human tissues and cells with
those made in tissues and cells of brindled and
blotchy mice. It is legitimate to question the
assumption that the human and mouse loci are

homologous and that all of the mouse mutants are

allelic.

Are the mutants allelic?

Before proceeding to consider this question I will list
the mouse mutations that are known. 33 These are

shown in table 2. The phenotypes in the affected
male range from lethality in utero in the mottled
mutant itself through to long term survival in the
blotchy variant. Note that the more rapidly lethal
mutants all produce neurological disturbance and no

arterial disease, whereas arterial disease and
emphysema dominate the picture in the blotchy
mutant, which does not show any neurological
disturbance.

In the human, we know the classical Menkes'
disease, which is generally lethal by 3 years of age,"
and a mild variant which has been described in one

Australian boy who presented at 2 years of age with
pili torti and gross cerebellar dysfunction.9 He is

alive and quite healthy at the age of 7 years, having
been treated with copper histidine injections for
most of the intervening years. He still has mild hair
abnormalities and marked cerebellar ataxia, but he
is intellectually normal. Arterial dilatation and
elongation were present at presentation, but he has
not been reviewed by arteriography since. Of
course, we cannot tell whether his good progress has
been brought about by treatment or whether this
might be the natural history of this mild variant.
A further related human mutant has been recog-

nised more recently. Very similar phenotypes have
been described under the names of X linked
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome and X linked cutis laxa. It

TABLE 2 Phenotype characteristics of alleles at the X linked mottled locus ofj the mouse.

Allele Male hernizvlgore temalt' heteroZ!gote

Blotchy Pale fur, curly whiskers Variegated coat colour. ctirlv whiskers
(MO Viable and fertile Viable and fcrtile
Viable-brindled Pale fur, curly whiskers Variegated coat colour
(Mo'br) Reduced viability and sterile Viable and fertile
Brindled Pale fur, curly whiskcrs Variegated coat colour. curlv whiskers
(Mo5') Lethal between 13 and 16 days Viablc and fcrtile

post partum

Dap led Pale fur, curly whiskcrs Variegatted coait colour. curlv whiskcrs
(Mo P) Skeletal defects Skeletal dcfccts

Lethal at birth Viable aind fertile

Mottled Lethal in utero Variegated coat colour, curly whiskers
(Mo) Viable aind fertile
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Of mice and men, metals and mutations

is not yet clear whether there is truly one entity or
two. Skin laxity is obvious. Joint laxity is mild and
presentation is in childhood or adult life because of
inguinal hernias, joint disorders, and sometimes
recurrent urinary tract infections related to bladder
diverticulae. A primary deficiency of lysyl ox-
idase was initially claimed,38 but this claim was
subsequently withdrawn and it is now apparent that
the deficiency of this enzyme is secondary to a
disturbance of copper transport with mildly reduced
serum copper,35 and abnormalities in cultured cells
which are indistinguishable from those seen in
Menkes' disease.36 37 No studies on tissue copper
levels have yet been published, nor is there adequate
documentation about the hair, although this has
been assumed to be normal. Effects of copper
treatment have not been reported. Our own studies
on cells referred from families in other countries
suggest that alterations of cellular copper transport
are not found in all families.39
We are therefore faced with six X linked mutants

with very similar phenotypes in the mouse and at
least three X linked phenotypes with closely related
features in the human.
The mouse geneticists working on this subject

have assumed that the various mouse mutants are
allelic, but stringent proof is lacking. The similarity
of the phenotypes in the hemizygous males and in
the heterozygous females is some evidence in this
direction. The fact that doubly heterozygous
females have phenotypes very similar to homozy-
gous males has also been used as evidence. How-
ever, interpretation is confused by X chromosome
inactivation, for each cell is hemizygous for one or
other mutation, whether the genes are allelic or not,
granted that both are X chromosomal. No-one has
bred enough of these doubly heterozygous animals
to have any chance of seeing a cross over in the
progeny. One recombinant would disprove allelism,
but enormous numbers of non-recombinant progeny
would be needed to dismiss an alternative hypoth-
esis of closely linked loci controlling sequential steps
in copper transport.
Linkage studies have mapped all of the mouse

mutants to the same locus, but this is a fairly crude
statement when one remembers the number of
offspring generally used in linkage experiments in
the mouse. These numbers are certainly inadequate
to distinguish between allelism and adjacent loci.
The only way of proving or disproving allelism,

short of actually identifying the gene products,
would be by examination of the phenotype in
tetraploid hybrid cells. We are planning these
experiments, but are still trying to isolate cell lines
with appropriate resistance markers for some of
them. We have been able to show that the phenoty-

pes are sufficiently recessive in tissue culture to
make such hybridisation experiments feasible.40 It
has been very difficult to do these studies with the
low specific activity copper 64 generally available,
but we now have high specific activity copper 64.
Most of the mouse mutants seem to form a graded

series in the severity of the same features. However,
blotchy (Moblo), the least severe, shows a qualitative
difference from the others, in that connective
abnormalities are much more pronounced than in
any of the other mutants41 and lysyl oxidase levels
are more severely reduced than in the brindled
strain,42 which otherwise shows more severe disturb-
ances of copper transport in tissue culture. X linked
cutis laxa seems to show a similar qualitative
difference from the two forms of Menkes' disease.
One might wonder about the possibility of homo-
logy between blotchy and X linked cutis laxa on the
one hand, and between brindled and the two forms
of Menkes' disease on the other hand, with the two
sets of loci being closely linked, rather than ident-
ical.

Hopefully the next few years will see better
progress in understanding these frustrating condi-
tions.

Related conditions

Several other disturbances of copper status have
been described in individual families and remain
uninterpretable pending further evaluation of these
families or discovery of other similar families or
both.
Willemse et at'3 described a boy with an X linked

clinical disease indistinguishable from Menkes' dis-
ease with similar pathological changes and copper
results in blood, urine, and tissues. He differed in
showing near normal intestinal absorption of copper
and much less copper bound to metallothionein in
cultured cells than one finds in Menkes' disease.
Haas et al44 described two male cousins related

through their mothers who suffered mental retarda-
tion with progressive decerebrate posturing and
athetosis. Oral absorption of copper was grossly
diminished although intravenous doses were in-
corporated into caeruloplasmin normally. A gross
disparity in the liver copper results reported in the
two boys is disturbing.
Mehes and Petrovicz45 reported benign copper

deficiency with X linked or autosomal dominant
inheritance. Fair hair, widened metaphyses, mild
anaemia, and seizures which responded to oral
copper therapy were features in the index case. A
disparity between serum copper and caeruloplasmin
levels was hard to explain in this report.
One must anticipate a series of steps in cellular
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copper transport, and several different genetic
diseases caused by defects in these steps must be
expected. Copper deficiency should be considered
in patients with any two or more features which
could be explained by faults in copper enzymes.

Wilson's disease and related conditions

The involvement of copper in the pathogenesis of
Wilson's disease has been known for many years,
but very little has been discovered about the basic
defect. The best that we can say is that the defect
must involve some process which is important in the
production of caeruloplasmin and in the biliary
excretion of copper.9 l Most of the other consequ-
ences of the disease seem to flow from these two
primary disturbances, especially from the excretory
failure.

Progress has been very slow because there has
been no way of studying the disease in cell culture
and because there has been no animal model.
Recently, several groups have shown rather incon-
sistent, but frequently repeated abnormalities in the
handling of copper by cultured fibroblastic cells.4$48
We now feel that we have a more consistent
phenotype which is ready for further studies.
Many Bedlington terriers show a recessively

inherited defect causing gross copper accumulation
in the liver, with episodes of acute liver damage and
acute haemolysis in the late stages which are verSy
like the acute crises seen in Wilson's disease.49 l
The situation in these homozygous mutants is
modified by the deficient copper binding capacity
of albumin in all dogs. This allows copper to enter
the liver more rapidly after oral ingestion.
Normal sheep also show some features resembling

those of Wilson's disease. Biliary excretion of
copper and incorporation of copper into caerulo-
plasmin are less efficient in sheep than in rats or
humans.52 We wondered whether sheep metal-
lothioneins might differ significantly from those of
other species. The amino acid sequence deduced
from the cloned MTI cDNA differs little from the
mouse and human proteins. 3

The toxic milk mouse appears to be a model of
Wilson's disease according to the results published
by Rauch.54 It is very frustrating that this mutant,
first mentioned in the Mouse Newsletter in 1977,
remains unavailable to the large number of research
groups around the world who are interested in
copper transport. The phenotype to which the name
is given actually occurs in the pups of homozygous
mutant adult females. These pups die of copper
deficiency if fed their mother's milk which contains
very little copper. The homozygous animals
accumulate copper in liver and kidney and develop

damage to these organs later in life, thereby
resembling Wilson's disease. No measurements of
copper content of breast milk in women with
Wilson's disease have been published.

Hepatic copper accumulation has been described
in a number of other forms of liver disease.9 In many
of these diseases we may merely be witnessing the
consequences of non-specific interference with the
biliary excretion of copper, the main method of
disposal of copper from the body. Primary biliary
cirrhosis probably fits into this category although the
extremely high hepatic copper levels encountered
suggest a special form of secondary disturbance of
copper excretion. Indian childhood cirrhosis seems
to cause the most extreme copper retention de-
scribed in humans and some rather specific disturb-
ance of copper excretion seems likely even if one
were to accept the high copper intakes that are
claimed. Aagenes' syndrome also causes severe
copper retention. Some of these diseases may yet
prove to involve primary disturbances of hepatic
copper transport.
Two different neurological disturbances with

some resemblance to Wilson's disease have been
claimed to show significant copper overload,55 56 but
inconsistencies in the copper results cast some doubt
on these reports.

Clinicians need to keep copper accumulation in
mind in diseases which affect liver, brain, or
kidneys, and especially when two or more of these
organs are affected. Wilson's disease is probably not
the only such condition.

Mutations affecting zinc transport

ACRODERMATITIS ENTEROPATHICA
Acrodermatitis enteropathica of humans was the
first genetic disease affecting zinc to be described.57
The defect interferes with intestinal absorption of
zinc, but zinc appears to be utilised quite normally
once absorbed. Consequently, the clinical problem
is readily overcome by oral administration of larger
than normal amounts of zinc. Interactions between
plasma zinc and tissue zinc are so complex and so
labile that one should not be surprised at finding
normal plasma zinc levels in some samples from
untreated cases of this disease. A similar condition
has been described in Friesian cattle.58
The second type of mutation affecting zinc trans-

port was described first in the mouse and secondly in
the human. This mutation is known as lethal milk in
the mouse.59 It is an interesting genetic situation
similar to the toxic milk described above, for the
phenotype is observed in the offspring (heterozy-
gous) of the genetically abnormal dam (homozy-
gous), affected by this autosomal recessive disorder.
The secretion of zinc into the breast milk is reduced
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Of mice and men, metals and mutations

and the pups die of zinc deficiency. They can be
rescued by fostering to a normal mother. Reverse
fostering of normal pups onto the affected dam leads
to zinc deficiency in these pups. No disturbance of
zinc distribution in other parts of the body has been
described, but to date the documentation of this
mutant is very limited.

Quite recently several groups have described very
small premature babies who have developed
acrodermatitis while breast fed and the milk of these
mothers has been shown to be deficient in zinc.(( It
seems very probable that this is a homologue to the
mouse mutation, but there is no real genetic
information to support this contention. The genetic
situation would be rather novel. One would expect
to find that one in four of the sisters of a woman
whose baby suffered from this problem would also
have zinc deficient milk. Clinical manifestations in
the babies seem to require both the abnormal milk
and severe prematurity. Of course, the phenotype
might be established by measurement of the milk
zinc levels in the sisters of an affected woman, but
even this is a rather cumbersome form of genetic
investigation, for one has to wait until the sister is
lactating to make the assessment.

Mutants affecting other trace elements

I have chosen not to regard the various mutations
affecting vitamin B12 metabolism as mutants affect-
ing cobalt transport in the body. The absorption and
modification of vitamin B12 does not really rank as
transport or metabolism of cobalt, which must be
complexed in an organic molecule before it can be
absorbed.
One might argue that the same is true of the

molybdenum cofactor disease which has been de-
scribed in recent years, but the novelty of molybde-
num as a source of disease and of this condition
warrants a few words. These patients have xanthine
oxidase and sulphite oxidase deficiency, the latter
being primarily responsible for the phenotype of
severe mental retardation. The actual mutation is in
the pterin cofactor which binds molybdenum, rather
than any aspect of molybdenum uptake and
transport.6' The pterin cofactor is thought to be
synthesised in the body rather than absorbed intact.
Presumably there is a process which allows absorp-
tion of molybdenum and incorporation into the
cofactor.
The mutations affecting trace element transport

which I have been able to describe must be just the
'tip of an iceberg'. There must be many specific
steps in the absorption, transport, and elimination
of each trace element. Each process must be
controlled by genes and each gene must be subject
to mutation.

The work of our own research group which is
included in this review has involved many scientists,
research students, and research assistants in the
Royal Children's Hospital and in the Departments
of Paediatrics and Genetics of the University of
Melbourne over the last 14 years. Most are specifi-
cally acknowledged by citations in the references
especially in regard to recent unpublished results.
The special contribution of Dr Jim Camakaris has
been particularly appreciated. The work has been
supported by the National Health and Medical
Research Council, the Royal Children's Hospital
Research Foundation, and the University of
Melbourne.
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